The influence of angular mirror-orientation errors on the length of a Fabry-Perot resonator is analyzed geometrically. Under conditions in which dominant errors are static or vary slowly over time, the analysis permits a simple prediction of the spectrum of short-term cavity length fluctuations resulting from mirror-orientation noise. The resulting model is applicable to the design of mirror control systems for the Laser Interferometer Gravitational-Wave Observatory, which will monitor separations between mirrored surfaces of suspended inertial test bodies as a way to measure astrophysical gravitational radiation. The analysis is verified by measuring the response of the Laser Interferometer GravitationalWave Observatory's 40-m interferometer test-bed to the rotation of its mirrors.
Introduction
The Laser Interferometer Gravitational-Wave Observatory (LIGO) will employ Fabry-Perot optical cavities as a way to detect and measure small changes in separation, having characteristic durations of a few milliseconds and magnitudes of the order of 10-18 m, between inertial gravitational test bodies separated by orthogonal 4-km baselines.", 2 The four test bodies, made of fused quartz, will be polished and coated so that two resonant Fabry-Perot optical cavities are formed. Laser light will be split by a beam splitter and made to resonate in each of the two orthogonal cavities; the resonant fields will be extracted and interfered to measure the difference between their phases, which depend sensitively on the mirror separations. For the test bodies to be isolated from external forces, they are to be suspended as pendula whose natural periods, of the order of 1 s, are significantly longer than characteristic signal time scales. Band-limited control systems will damp their rotational rigid-body normal modes, which also will have periods of the order of 1 s, so that optical alignment of the resonators is maintained. The required displacement sensitivity places a direct limit on the permissible linear momentum imparted to test bodies by seismic noise, thermal fluctuations, and side effects of the control systems.
Excess noise from angular fluctuations of each mirror, arising from external torques, also influences optical cavity length. A simple geometric model predicting the apparent cavity length change caused by test-body rotation was developed and evaluated on the LIGO 40-m interferometer test-bed. The model accurately predicts the interferometer's response to experimental probe torques applied to its test bodies. Applying the model to predict the effect of residual torques from the interferometer's mirror angle control systems indicated that such noise limited the interferometer's sensitivity at frequencies below 700 Hz. New lower-noise control systems were developed and implemented, resulting in a substantial improvement in displacement sensitivity.
Optical Cavity Length
The round-trip optical phase for the resonator's TEMOO mode, which is measured and interpreted as apparent mirror displacement, depends on the optical length 1, which is the length of the line segment that lies perpendicular to both mirror surfaces (i.e., the optic axis). Our objective is to quantify the relationship between the measured quantity 1 and the desired inertial length L, the separation between the test bodies' centers of mass, as each body rotates in response to external torques. We employ the orthogonality of small rotations about the two relevant mutually perpendicular axes (altitude and azimuth) to treat their influences on 1 independently; thus, in what follows, the normals to both mirrors and the line joining the test bodies can be assumed to lie i common plane. We also assume that no net for are applied (i.e., L is constant).
The optical length of a Fabry-Perot cavity depei on the deviation angles 01 and 02, defined as showr Fig. 1 . These angles are both equal to zero when optical axis coincides with the line joining the cent of mass of the test bodies. To second order in 01 02, which are presumed to be small, the optical len of the cavity is given by 3 = (1) us-
Here R is the radius of curvature of concave mirror M 2 and lo -L -a, -a 2 is the optical length when 01 = 02 = 0. The time evolution 1(t) can be computed from Eq. (1) for arbitrary 0 1 (t) and 0 2 (t). For typical cases of experimental interest, 01 and 02 will be random processes whose properties are summarized by measured power spectral density functions. We are interested in estimating the power spectrum of the resulting random process 1 for comparison with expected signals and other noise. Because the power spectrum is the expectation value of the squared modulus of a random-process Fourier transform, we begin by transforming Eq. (1) into the frequency domain. By the convolution theorem, the transform of Eq. (1) can be written as l(f) = 108(f) + X01 00 1 (f) + 1020 0 2 (f) + Y01 002(f), (3) where 8(f) is the Dirac delta function and the operator 0 denotes convolution;
We will later replace each angle fluctuation's Fourier transform with the square root of the spectral density of the corresponding random process, and we take the result to be the square root of the spectral density of 1. For this substitution to be justified the phases of the Fourier components must truly be random, that is, components at different frequencies must not on average be correlated. True random-noise processes such as those considered here will satisfy this criterion. 6 Although Eq. (3) applies to any Fabry-Perot cavity, the application to gravitational wave detection permits an intuitively appealing simplification. Terrestrial gravitational wave detectors will monitor (t) only at frequencies above a few tens of hertz, whereas the alignment errors 01 and 02 are dominated by static (dc) or slowly varying components (at frequencies below 10 Hz). Faster angle fluctuations, at frequencies within the observation band, will be considerably smaller. This spectral character arises from longterm thermal drift and the increase of seismic vibration with decreasing frequency, combined low-pass filtering action of the suspension. situation we may write
where I E,(t)
with the In such a (5) (6) is the average taken over some long interval T, and v = 1 or v = 2 for mirror M 1 or M 2 , respectively. To leading order in s/0, we find
where the quantities
21(02 -01) (7) (8) are the moment arms separating the perturbed optic axis (i.e., the position of the resonating beam on each mirror) from each test body's center of rotation ( Fig.  1 ). The Fourier transform of relation (7) is then simply
& center of mass (f 0), (9) agreeing with the intuitive notion that the apparent displacement of the portion of the mirror at the beam location is given by the angle fluctuation multiplied by the moment arm. Relation (9) can be generalized if we let -0 be a large (in the mean-square sense), slowly varying, rather than static, misalignment. If the dominant misalignment is confined to a small region of the spectrum Ifl < wI, we can write
where (1 i.e., the low-frequency portion carries substantially more spectral power than the high-frequency portion. We then find that the analogous expression to relation (9), again to leading order, is
One can also derive this result by restricting the range of the convolution integrals in Eq. (3) to frequencies in which at least one parent spectrum carries significant power. 
is the mean-square deviation of the optic axis (excluding the static offset).
In contrast, if d < 2 d rms, the optical path-length spectrum will not be linearly related to the angle spectrum and will contain frequency-shifted sideband products. Nevertheless, in situations of interest, the high-frequency mirror angle spectra 9,(f) are often smooth and nearly constant over a band of frequencies Af > 2w. Such spectra arise from electronic noise in the mirror control system or from thermal fluctuations in the suspension, for example. We can then derive the approximation
Under the above conditions, we may replace the squared Fourier transforms with the power spectral densities S 81 (f ) and S1 2 (f ) of random processes 61 and
where SI(f) limT->< 2 1(f) 1 2 /T is the power spectral density of induced cavity length fluctuation.
In the paragraphs above we treat static and rms errors as separate coupling parameters for purely practical reasons, related to our intended application. The specialization of d'rms to specifically exclude dc is motivated by the qualitative difference in the origins and methods for dealing with fluctuations that occur on time scales much longer than gravitational wave measurements, as opposed to those that occur on comparable or shorter time scales. Long-term misalignments in gravitational wave interferometers result from thermal, tidal, or relaxation effects, and they can be reduced to an acceptable level by periodic readjustment. Shorter-term misalignments, generally driven by seismic noise, are only reduced to a finite extent by action of the mirror control system; the residual rms seismic excitation thus constitutes a practical lower limit to the coupling between angle and length.
Experimental Tests
This model was tested on the LIGO 40-m interferometer. 7 Briefly, this instrument comprises two orthogonal 40-m cavities whose 1.5-kg test bodies are suspended by wires so they are essentially free to translate in a horizontal plane and to rotate about axes perpendicular to the laser beam (Fig. 2) . The geometrical parameters of each cavity are R = 62 m, L = 40 m, and a, = a 2 = 6 cm (Fig. 1) .
The pendulum mode and both rotational normal modes of the suspended bodies have eigenfrequencies near 1 Hz. Each is controlled in azimuth () and elevation (0) by a control system that derives appropriate feedback signals from an optical lever sensor and applies magnetic corrective torques to the suspension. Manual offsets can be introduced and trimmed as a way to adjust and optimize (or degrade) the alignment of the two cavities.
The control electronics are provided with summing nodes, through which one may introduce probe signals to measure the transfer characteristics for various degrees of freedom. We calibrate the induced rotations by measuring the motion of the optical lever reflections. The interferometer's differential displacement output signal, which represents the difference between the cavity optical lengths, is monitored and itself periodically calibrated against a known test force applied electromagnetically to one test body. The differential displacement induced by the probe signal reflects the change in the length (t) of the probed cavity. We Fourier analyze this length signal with a digital spectrum analyzer to pick out the components resulting from the probes (while discrimi- nating against other components) and to measure their power spectra.
In the presence of a large static dc misalignment dv between the cavity axis and one mirror's center of mass, relation (9) implies that the coupling of that mirror's angle to apparent cavity length will be 1(f)/1(f) = dv. To test this prediction, we applied a small sinusoidal probe torque resulting in a vertical oscillation 6 2 (t) = a cos(2irfot) with a = 3.5 x 10-9 rad to one mirror (M 2 in Fig. 1 ) at fo = 250 Hz. We calibrated the probe amplitude by observing the deflection of an optical lever beam reflected from that mirror. We recorded the interferometer cavity length signal, as the vertical distance d 2 between the cavity axis and the center of that mirror was varied, by adjusting the alignment controls for both mirrors and the direction of the incident laser beam. We monitored the true position of the cavity axis by photographing scattered light from the resonating cavity mode against the outline of the mirror. Figure 3 shows the Fourier component of the measured cavity length at fo divided by the induced mirror angle probe amplitude, l( fo)/2( fo), versus d 2 . Because the exact position of the test body's center of mass was not accurately known, we chose the reference point d 2 = 0; the measured slope agrees, within experimental errors, with that predicted by relation (9).
In more realistic situations, the mirror angle spectra will consist of many uncorrelated components, so the cross products of many different frequency pairs will generally be superimposed at each frequency in the convolved result. To investigate this case, we generated a band-limited random-noise test signal to induce random angle fluctuations of M 2 principally between 200 and 315 Hz: To test relation (12) quant two-frequency probe signal
02(f) = 2 a(fa)
on M 2 with a large low.
(0 2 a = 1.6 x 10-6 radrms, fa:
high-frequency component fb = 250 Hz). The natural 0O enough to be dominated con components in their respect The cavity length signal displ equal-amplitude Fourier com Hz, with measured amplitud( mrms; direct substitution of (17) into relation (12) would p
Application Examples
The following examples illustrate the use of relation (15) as a way to understand the effect of orientation fluctuations. By integrating the spectrum from each angular degree of freedom to the total mitted cavity mode, we found displacement noise. These estimates indicated that lring this experiment, which mirror-orientation noise was a significant component of the observed displacement spectrum. 8 We confirmed the conclusion by demonstrating that improved coincidence between optical and inertial axes (achieved by iterative realignment) or reduced highhe empirical adjustment frequency angle noise (achieved by reducing control the average coupling system gain) could reduce interferometer noise over i a nonzero minimum of a broad spectral band, principally between 50 and 700 Hz.
40-m Interferometer

, -----------------------
ditatively, we imposed a Although high-frequency angle fluctuations can arise from many phenomena, the dominant source in this case was found to be excess noise in the mirror-+ 82&(fb) (17) orientation control systems, resulting from a combination of direction and intensity fluctuation in the -frequency component optical lever laser beams, electronic noise in control = 10 Hz) and a small electronics, and inadequate filtering outside the con-(62 = 5.0 x 10-9 radrms, trol band. Improved feedback electronics were develi2(f) spectrum was small apletely by these probe ;ive frequency regimes. iyed the expected pair of ponents at 260 and 240 as of (3.9 ± 1.0) x 10-13 ;he probe spectrum Eq.
which agrees within measurement errors.
The fa = 10 Hz component of the probe rotation was then removed, and the 250-Hz test signal was reduced in amplitude to 82 = 1.5 x 10-9 radrms. An analysis of the cavity length spectrum then revealed natural sidebands, symmetric around the 250-Hz probe. The vertical position of the cavity axis at M 2 was simultaneously measured by the transmittedbeam quadrant photodetector. As shown in Fig. 5 , the detailed spectral shape found for the cavity length signal matches the spectrum of the cavity axis position, upshifted by 250 Hz and with an amplitude close to that predicted by relation (12). In effect, the monochromatic 250-Hz probe has acted as a virtual delta function in the convolution integral, picking out of the convolution an upshifted replica of the residual low-frequency beam offset spectrum. oped with lower unity gain frequency, increased filter attenuation, and lower intrinsic electronic noise. At frequencies near 100 Hz, the improved controllers would contribute a factor of 105 less noise than the systems they replaced for a given offset between cavity optical and inertial axes. This change reduced the interferometer displacement noise by a significant factor at frequencies between 50 and 700 Hz, leaving the sensitivity limited by other noise mechanisms except at narrow mechanical resonances (Fig. 6 ).
LIGO Interferometer
Specifications for LIGO test-body orientation controls can also be derived by application of the model. Initial LIGO interferometers are expected to achieve total displacement noise spectral densities below 10-19 m/JHfz at frequencies near 100 Hz.' To meet this goal, relation (15) . Spectral density of apparent cavity mirror displacement in the 40-m interferometer with the original orientation control system (upper thick curve) and after installing the new orientation feedback electronics (middle thick curve). The lower, thin curve depicts the estimated noise contributed by rotation of one of the test bodies about its horizontal axis. We formed this estimate by assuming that assumed d 2 1 mm in relation (15) to project the typical influence of the new control circuit's residual electronic noise. The peak at 212 Hz is a resonance of the wire suspension system, where the coupling of external torque to the mirror is locally enhanced.
10-16 rad//Hz angle fluctuations near 100 Hz, primarily as a result of electronic noise in their active filters. Substitution of passive or lower-noise active filtering would give a reduction in noise by a factor of 30 or more at 100 Hz. In addition, the remote LIGO sites are seismically quieter than the campus laboratory by approximately an order of magnitude at relevant frequencies. The dynamic reserve of the controllers can be correspondingly reduced, thereby reducing the torque induced by a given amount of electronic noise in the circuitry.
Conclusions
Simple geometric considerations can accurately model the sensitivity of Fabry-Perot cavities to highfrequency angular rotations of their mirrors, permitting a straightforward analysis of torque-induced noise. In addition to guiding the design of improved mirror control systems for the LIGO 40-m interferometer, which greatly enhanced the performance of that instrument, the application of the model to planned full-scale observatory interferometers indicates that with available control technology, angular rotations need not compromise LIGO performance at target sensitivity levels. 1 prototype," in Proceedings of the Sixth Marcel Grossmann Meeting on General Relativity, H. Sato and T. Nakamura, eds.
(World Scientific, Singapore, 1991), p. 1486.
9. Remote LIGO sites exhibit approximately one tenth the seismic amplitude found in the campus laboratory at frequencies that determine the rms mirror angle fluctuation. In addition, current seismic isolation stack and suspension designs show one fifth the resonant amplification effect found to enhance rms mirror motion in the 40-m interferometer. Although the hundredfold increase in length would proportionately increase the drms arising from a given rms angle fluctuation, these factors should reduce that angle fluctuation by a factor of the order of 50, leading us to expect only a doubling in net d,'-in full-scale interferometers.
